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Chapters 1, 2, 3 & 4 WS, Chapters 1 - 2 2 Kl
PLEASE NOTE ,h« you do NOT have „

Section A

Answer only 2 of the questions in this section.

Chapter 2 WS

Question 1

program computer?
{10}

(3)

9

_ _ i _ Y _

atered by setting the values of a portion of memory.

(3in the key characteristics of a computer family

Answer (r2.5) .
Similar of identical instruction set: In raam^
on all meUeon all meers of the family. Thus, a
other.

' 'suitab^for storing in-memory
from memory, and a pr<rjgram -C3n~~

r
n ^^ 'nstructions IS

n one.-machtjhe will also execute on 'any

memory «going from lo
mg cosf: In going from lower to higher family

same basic operating

--execution incre^e^'in goin^Jfdfr^e^to higher family

lino from

l are the four main components of any general-purpose computer?

Answer(r2.2) •- \
A main 'memory, which stores both data and instrui
of operating on binary data; a control unit, which int<
to te executed; and input and output (I/O)

^ ••'"'. y~

AIL- ^ft^vir-x, =- Cr^ \(y.

(4)

/c and logic unit (ALU) capable
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Chapters WS

Question 2

List and briefly define/trie possible stat<

execution.

{10}

t define an instruction.

(7)

o be^executed.

Answer (r3/2j
Instruction address calculation (!/c): Determine the address/of the next instpQc'tip
Instruction fetch (if): Read instnjjjtion from its memory locatio/t into the processor.- ' / „/'
Instrueifon operation d'ecodinj (iod): Analyze instruction to determine typeybf operation to be
performed arid operands) to be used. /7
Ope/and a f dress calculation; (oac): If the operation involves reference to aff' operand in memory or
avajab/e via' I/O, th/n determine the address of the operand. / *"'
Operand fetch (of): Fetch th£ operand from memory orfead itjnrom I/O. /
Data operktiojyfdo): Perform thef-6peration indicated iji theifrstruction.
Operand store (os): Write th&sesu/t into memory or ouTtoi/O.

hitecture

gation delay, Because each b
Vleneck effects.

er devices peffus. This
an be shorid gb*.fc

{10}

Consider a hypothetical 32-bit'fnicroprocessor having 32-bit-instructions composed of two fields. The

first byte contains the opcode and the remainder the immediate operand or an operand address:
r

\ytt

f

(a) What is the maximum directly addressable memory capacity in

bytes or Megabytes? (1)

Answer (p3,3)

a. 224 = 15 MByies

(b). Y-, Discuss the impact on the system speed if the microprocessor bus has"

(1')

(2)
J

Ansv/er
b. (1)

(2)

a 32 bit local address bus and a 16 bit local data bus'

a 16 bit local address bus and a 15 bit local data bus

(4)

If the local address bus is 32 bits, t'rje whole address can be transferred at once and
decoded in memory. However, sinceithe data bus is only 16 bits, ft will require 2 cycles
to fetch a 32-bit instruction or operand.
The 16 bits of the address placed ®n the address bus can't access the whole memory.
Thus a more complex memory interface control is needed to latch the first part of the
address and then the second pan)'(since the microprocessor will end in two steps).
For a 32-bit address, one may/assume the first half will decode to access a "row" in
memory, while the second half is sent later to access a "column" in memory. In addition
to the two-step address ope/ation, the microprocessor v/ill need 2 cycles to fetch the 32
bit instruction/operand. /

vc':ic::or: =?/ 3//2/03



.1)
The cac/e is divided intg/f6 sets of / lines each.
Theref/re, 4 bits are needed to ide/tify the set number.

Main/nemory copdists of 4K>p 21J blocks.
Theipfore, thes&t plus tag rengjhs must be 12J&Z. Four tjts identify the set;J^refore:>the tag length is
8 bfts lonq,

contains 128 wordsj Therefojptf bits are neejled to specifyjtfe"word.

TAG I -J&T / /
Main memory address - \ 8

WORD

Quezon 2^
/'

{10}
1 What \ /• \are the differences/among direct mapping, associative mapping (3)

and set-associative mapping?

Ans'J/er (r4.4)
In a/cache syster,,, , ,„_.,
direct mapping /naps each block!of main memory!into only one possible cache line.^-" \
Associative mapping permits each main memofy block to be loaded into any line^'of the cache.,
In Ket-assocJ^ivejrn_apping, th\ cache is divided into a numbe\of setssrf cache lines; each main
me\qory bJ0£k can 'be /napped intd-^ny line if/a particular set.

distinction between spatial locality and temporal locality? (4)

Answer'{r4.8)
/ ^

•Spatial locality refers to the tendency of execution to involve a number of memory locations that are
clustered. : .
Temporal locality^ refers to the tendency for a processor to access memory/ocat/ons that have been
used-'recently:''-

What i-s I/he general relationship-among access time, memory cost,
' ' f

arid carj'acity? '
/ ''/I

Answer (p4.2) o ,
• • ;

F-aster-access time, greater cost per bit; greater capacity, smaller cost'y.er bit; greater capacity, slower
access time.

Question 3

1

{10}

Consider a machine with a byte addressable main memory ofv2_° bytes and block size/of <

Assume that a direct mapped cache consisting of_32tlines is used with this machine.,

(a) How is a 16-bit memory address divided into tag, line number and byte number? (3)

(b) Into what line would bytes with each of the following addresses be stored? (4)

0001 0001 0001 1011 £U- ?

1100 00110011 0100 <ru>~ £ (
110100000001 1101 a~t 3
1010101010101010 $.Ut i\ '-, '., ':-

\

(c) Suppose the byte with addresses 0001 1010 0001 1010 is stored in the cache.

Wha! are the addresses of the other bytes stored along with it? (1)

Evaluation at



briefly descrifef&twQ approaches/ / / f / -

w-
3 Consider a 32-bi

Answer (p3.5) '
8MHz

Duration of 1 clock cycle

/<n
|bl'

=725 X 70
=125nanosec

What is the maximum data transfer rate that this
essor can sustain, (Give the ̂ ^ ̂

Answer fp3.5j

Sf s cycle =
2 125 ns^ 500ns

=2 bytes/ 500ns

Section B

Answ*'™ty 2 of the following questfons

Chapter 4 WS

Question 1

=(2(2XT03)bytes/1000)sec
= 4 MBytes/sec

[20]

/^

^ What are the differences among sequent,a, access direct acce
and random -access? ss

Answer (r4. i)

{10}

(6)

•J
access: /nd,v;̂ s, 6/octo Qr made in a

eoMtant aCC8SS a 9™

A se( nfA set of aSSOC,atlve cache

.,es each.. Main memory

^e format of main memory,

s indepndent *' PhySically wil^"'n ^dressing
' Accesses and is

Show
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Chapters 1 - 6 & Appendix B

Answer any FOUR of the following questions.
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1 hour

Question 1 {10}

1. The ENIAC was a decimal machine, where a register was represented by a ring of 10 vacuum tubes. At

any time only one vacuum tube was in the ON state, representing one of 10 digits. {4}

•

a. Why would you consider this representation wasteful? (2)

b.

•v v.

C.

Consider if we could have an arbitrary number of these tubes ON at the same time and the

same tubes could be treated as binary bits, how many unique characters or patterns can be

presented? „ (1)

If each pattern represented a number - say 0000000000 is the number 0, which numbers can

be represented? (1)

Answer 2.9
(a) This representation is wasteful because to represent a single decimal digit from 0 through 9 we

need to have ten tubes. V
To do the same using binary digits, only 4 tubes will be necessary (4 digits can represent 16
numbers 0 through 15) V

(b) If we could have an arbitrary number of these tubes ON at the same time, then those same
tubes could be treated as binary bits. With ten bits, we can represent 2W patterns, or 1024
patterns. V

(c) For integers, these patterns could be used to represent the numbers from 0 through 1023. V

Evaluation #1
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2. Consider the table below which depict the key characteristics of the System/360 Family:

Characteristics

Maximum memory size

Data rate from memory (Mbytes/sec)

Processor cycle time (in ps)

Relative speed

Maximum number of data channels

Maximum data rate on one channel
(Kbytes/s)

Model 30

64K

0.5

1.0

1

3

250

Model 65

512K

8.0

0.25

21

6

1250

Model 75

512K

16.0

0.2

50

6

1250

In this table we see that the relative performance of the IBM 360 Model 75 is fifty times that of the 360

Model 30, yet the instruction cycle times is only five times as fast (1 ps = 10~6 sec). How do you account

for this discrepancy? (2)
e

Answer (2.7)
The discrepancy can be explained by noting that other system components aside from c!sck^.p_eed,
make a big difference in overall sy_st$ffl_sgeed. V In particular, memory systems and advances in I/O
processing contribute to the performance ratio. A system is only as fast as~Tts slowest link. In recent
years, the bottlenecks have been the performance of memory modules and bus speed, (any example) V

..

Chapter 3 WS

3. What is the benefit of using a multiple bus architecture compared to a

single bus architecture?. (2)

Answer (r3.5)
With multiple buses, there are fewer devices per bus. This
(1) reduces propagation delay, because each bus can be shorter, and V

(2) reduces bottleneck effects. V

Chapter 1&2 Kip, Appendix B

4. Write the binary expression of the following hexadecimal word value: (2)

(a) E5B616

and the binary of the following octal word value

(b) 246Q

Answer
a. 11100101 1011 01102 V

b. 010 100 1102 V

a \ D

Evaluation #1 3/3/06



uestion 2 {10}

1. A two-way set associative cache has lines of 16 bytes each and a total size of 8 ..kbytes.

The 64 Mbyte main memory is byte-addressable.

Show the format of the main memory addresses. (Please show your calculations) (8)

= 8 kbytes/16 bytes
Answer (p4. 2)
No of lines in cache

=2
= 512

but No of lines in cache = kv and
No of lines per set = k

= 2
Number of sets = v = kv/k =

= 2s sets.
=2d

d =8
Therefore 8 bits are needed to identify the set number.
Main memory =64-Mbyte

= 26.220 bytes
Thus a 26-bit address is needed.

s+w --~=26\
Main memory -•' * %• =(64Mbytes/1 6bytes) blocks

= 2622V blocks
=22Z blocks

set plus tag length

tag length is

the word field length

= 22, bits
=s-d bits
=22-8
=14 bits
= 4 bits.

TAG

V

V

V

V

V

SET WORD
Main memory address =

Chapter 5 WS
„

2. How many check bits are needed if the Hamming error correction code is used to detect a single bit

error in a 1024-bit data word?
/

Answer (p5.8)
Need K check bits such that
The minimum value of K which satisfies this condition is:

K_ £ •£• - -

K<2K-
11.

Question 3
•

1. Explain why one type of RAM (DRAM) is considered to be analog and

the other (SRAM) digital.

(2)

V
V

{10}

(2)

Answer (r5.5)
A DRAM cell is essentially an analog device using a capacitor; the capacitor can store any charge value
within a range; a threshold value determines whether the charge is interpreted as 1 or 0. V
A SRAM cell is a digital device, in which binary values are stored using traditional flip-flop logic-gate
configurations.

Evaluation #1'
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2. Briefly define the seven RAID levels. (8)

Answer (r6.9)
0: Non-redundant. Striped over several disks V
1: Mirrored; every disk has a mirror disk containing the same data. V
2: Redundant via Hamming code; an error-correcting code is calculated across corresponding bits on
each data disk, and the bits of the code are stored in the corresponding bit positions on multiple parity
disks. VV
3: Bit-interleaved parity; similar to level 2 but instead of an error-correcting code, a simple parity bit is
computed for the set of individual bits in the same position on all of the data disks. V
4: Block-interleaved parity; a bit-by-bit parity strip is calculated across corresponding strips on each

data disk, and the parity bits are stored in the corresponding strip on the parity disk. V
5: Block-interleaved distributed parity; similar to level 4 but distributes the parity strips across all disks. V
6: Block-interleaved dual distributed parity; two different parity calculations are carried out and stored in
separate blocks on different disks. V

Question 4 {10}

1. What is the distinction between spatial locality and temporal locality? (2)

Answer (r4.8)
Spatial locality refers to the tendency of execution to involve a number of memory locations that are
clustered. V
Temporal locality refers to the tendency for a processor to access memory locations that have been
used recently V

Chapter 6 WS

2. Compare flash memory in terms of cost and functionality with (4)

EPROM and EEPROM.
"•

Answer (5th paragraph.pagel 49)
Flash memory is intermediate between EPROM and EEPROM in both cost and functionality.
Like EEPROM, flash memory uses an electrical erasing technology. V
An entire flash memory can be erased in one or a few seconds, which is much faster than EPROM.

V
In addition, it is possible to erase just blocks of memory rather than an entire chip. V
However, flash memory does not provide byte-level erasure.
Like EPROM, flash memory uses only one transistor per bit, and so achieves the high density
(compared with EEPROM) of EPROM. V

Chapter 1&2 Kip & Appendix B

3. Translate the following decimal number to a binary number: (1)

33 Answer 00100001 V

4. Translate the following decimal number to a hexadecimal number (1)

95 Answer 5F V

5. Why are serial ports typically slower than parallel ports? (1)

Answer

serial transfers 1 bit at a time, y2 V

parallel transfers multiple bits simultaneously y2\

•

Evaluation #1 4 3/3/06



6. What is the general relationship among:

(a) access time,

(b) memory cost and

(c) capacity

of technologies used to implement memory systems (see figure below)?

(2)

Figure 4.1 The Memory Hierarchy

/Answer
Faster access time, greater cost per bit; V

greater capacity, smaller cost per bit; y2 V

but slower access time. y^\

Evaluation #1 3/3/06



lestion 5
Chapter 5 WS

jse the table below to

(a.) show how the check bits (C1,C2,C4,C8) are calculated and

(b.) what the check bits are after an error occurred in column nine data bit D5.

(c.) Now calculate the syndrome word.

.

(d.) What conclusion can be drawn from the syndrome word?

(e.) When an error occurs in one of the check bits, how will it influence the

syndrome word?
o I I
\ u °

• • '

{10}

(4)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

O V N

Bit

position

Positio

n

number

Data bit

Check

bit

Word

stored

as

Word

fetched

as

Positio

n

number

Check

bit

12

1100

D8

0

0

1100

11

1011

D7

0

0

1011

10

1010

D6

1

1

1010

9

1001

D5

1

:'":'l:.Q : • ' • • • '

1001

8 7

,1000

: lies-

0

0 ; ;

1000

0111.

D4

1

1

0111

6

0110

D3

0

0

0110

5

0101)

D2

0

0

0101

4

' 1 ' ir:";'-:. = . ; .

0100

• ̂ lltf

:?iJ;Y.

:T H

0100

'-: ':

3

0011

D1

1

1

0011

2

;:;:$?fc

.

/^o
Wi

1

!; 1

0010

1

••; 0001: .

C1:;;,
'

1.

; •: A -

0001

C - fc, •*

Evaluation #1
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Answer (5-page 150)
(a) !>
C1 = D1+D2 + D4 +
C2 = D1 + + D3+D4+

C4= D2 + D3+D4+

(b)
C1 =0
C2= 1
C4=1
C8=1 VV

V
V
V
V

(d)

(e)

TOTAL

An error was found in column 9 (position number 1001). V

If the syndrome word contains only one bit set to 1, then an error has occurred in one of the 4check bits. No correction is needed. V

[40]
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Chapters 1 - 6 & Appendix B

PJJEA^JE NOTE: Answer any FOUR of the following questions.

Question! {10}

1. The ENIAC was a decimal machine, where a reglsler was represented by a ring of 10 vacuum tubes. At

any time only one vacuum tube was in the ON state, representing one of 10 digits.

a. Why would you consider this representation wasteful? (2)

b. Consider if we could have an arbitrary number of these tubes ON at the same time and the
.

same tubes could be treated as binary bits, how many unique characters or patterns can be

presented? (1)

c. If each pattern represented a number - say 0000000000 is the number 0, which numbers can

be represented? (1)

i
/Answer 2.9
(a) This representation is wasteful because to represent a single decimal digit from 0 through 9 we

need to have ten tubes. V
To do the same using binary digits, only 4 tubes will be necessary (4 digits can represent 16
numbers 0 through 15) V

(b) If we could have an arbitrary number of these tubes ON at the same time, then those same
tubes could be treated as binary bits. With ten bits, we can represent 2'° patterns, or 1024
patterns. V

(c) For integers, these patterns could be used to represent the numbers from 0 through 1023. V

3/3/06
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Question 1

. ̂ -^3j When A dej^cej£iJ.erru£tO-;^urs, how does the processor deter nine whtch-device issued the interrupt?

Discuss" (4)

Question 2

•u 1. Multiply x = 23 (mu]ti£!icand) with = 29 (multiplier) using Booth's algorithm where each number is

' • ' v - ' represented using & bits.

< (Give the answer as a decimal number calculated from the binary answer!) (5)
w< / s^t

r_Dismss__by considering all aliernatives.

is 1, then there is an overflpw
\

<% tV ^- l.
/^, I

(3) °

. - . - -î jj*. j



Question 3

1. Briefly define the following types of addressing (use sketches and terms such as: operand,

instruction, address field, effective address etc): (3)

(a) Register indirect addressing?

(b) Displacement addressing?

Redraw the line graph depicted below and include the range that shows the expressible floating poirt

numbers when a 32-bit format is depicted. On the graph show the negative and positive underflow and

overflow. (2)

8 bus —
j t biased exporter* r significand

^ihieV^me \ /
Number* \ . f

Lite

3. What Boolean function does the following Karnaugh Map represent?

CD

oo oi n in

iX'3 !

AB



if < . •

{10}

! .""v/On a typical microprocessor, a distinct I/O address is used io refer to the I/O (3)

data register's and a distinct address is used for the control a~iri status registers

in an I/O controller (for a given device). Such devices are referred to as ports.

In the Intel 8088 two I/O instruction formats are used:

*>•>

r

Redraw the line graph depicted below and include the range tnat. shows Ine expressible floating point

jmbers when the 32-bit format depicted in the table below is used. (2)n

sip\ of
sicrnii ' icai id

- -*.-«!«.-

NTF biased exponent slgaificand

'us i th e
( ) \ t'l'tln"

•-'""—*^s ~~~~,^-*'^.^—-*

X'

I ' l i ck ' c Hi ii-- ^nd. .•^^^|^^

What is the difference between an -arithmetic shift and a logical shift?

2006Evam2Final.doc
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/ 2. /Typically not all gate types (for example AND, OR, NOT, NAND and NOR gates) are used in an

I implementation. Design and fabrication are simpler if only one or two gates are used. This means that

any Boolean function can be implemented using only the gates in a specific set.

(a) What is such a set called? (1)

(b) * Show how the AND, OR and NOT functions can be implemented

using NAND gates only. (2)

3. Construct and draw one FSM that has three states A, B and C. The machine should accept the strings

below. (Hint: The alphabet is 1, 2, 3 and 4.) (5)

i,
ii.

iii.
iv.

12212214
12121224
12341231
12111131 N

Question 5

i 1. Simplify the following equation

F =A-B-C+A-B-C + A-B'C

Using the Quine-McKluskey Method (discuss each step!)
X

{10}

(5)

2. What operations are performed by the (inc, dec) operands in the assembly language? (1)
r-,
I ̂ r

3. 'What 3 things do you need to create a loop in assembfyX.

4. Which of the following will NOT be accepted by the FSM given?

124312
21212
321112
-)

24323



4. Consider the following program and partially completed stack. Complete the stack to show how the

nested loops are implemented using a stack. (4)

Program

Atldrcsscs
4000

4100
4101

4500

46'00

4650
4651

4800

Main Memory

CALL Procl

CALL Proc2

CALLPr»c2

RETURN

RETURN

Main
Program

Procedure
Procl

D I

Proc2

s

*s_

X

k™

^

<

:

'

— V

•1

J
"

1

*•>•

S

f

'

•^

i

X

//
/

"̂

s
"**

< a ) Calls and returns (b) Execution sequence

Stack (partially shown - complete this by adding further drawings, (c), (d), etc.)

.
4101

*

Initial stack (bi After
contents CALL Procl

Question 4

1. Use AND as well as OR gates to implement the following expression

graphically

F= B - N O T A + B- NOTC

B- (A + CJ

{10}

(2)

5/15/08
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(b) ; ' TIUITI ••:::"

- : 3d< 3SS bus

' x 20 Briefly defint " • • • •-

(4}

(1)

M)

(6)

{10}

fa; How is a 16-bit memory address i\

(bt into what line would bytes with e?.-;

0001 0001 0001 10 M

1100 0011 0011 010C

•' 101 OOOOOOOi 1101

. ] 1010 i oio 1 < :
Suppos.-: e b) vith address

are the addresses of le ot :

(in :r e same line}?

-
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